
intution
A M P L I F Y  Y O U R

L U N A R  E C L I P S E  2 0 1 7  E D I T I O N

GLOW WITH I T

+psychic power
I N  6  E A S Y  S T E P S



Face Your Fear

This is the #1 thing that prevents us from FULLY using our
intution & tapping into our psychic potential!

Shields Up!

Accept the reality of duality.  There is negative energy & positive
energy.  Protection helps you choose to invite ONLY light energy.

There are lots of ways to protect your energy
field.  Crystals, space clearing, &/or mindset.
Connecting with your Heart & centering in that
space within you can radiate an energetic field of
protection.  

What fears pop up when you think of psychics?
What would you have to give up to fully step into
your inner wisdom & use your intution more than
you use it now?



ID Your Elemental Strength

What's your sign?  To start, go with your Sun sign.  Google
which element your sign is if you don't know.

Choose Your Portal

Experiment! There are lots of ways to practice "divination". Go with what
speaks to you OR choose one based on your Elemental Strength.

A portal is basically a tool you use to connect &
communicate with the vast unseen world.
Choose a pendulum, runes, tea leaves, Tarot or
Oracle cards, candle flames or crystal balls.
 The trusty pen & paper works wonders!

Earth: Physical sensation in the body, tangible
evidence
Air: Tech devices & communication, thoughts
Fire: Visions, flashes of light, reflexes
Water: Emotions, dreams



Use the Magic Words

You'll be amazed by what starts showing up for you!  Remember to be
patient.  Signs & messages will get clearer the more you practice this.

Understand the "Bridge"

Know that you always have access to the bridge & there are Spirit entities that act as
bridges.  Did you think of someone in particular when you read those words? Call upon

them to guide you to it!

Please & Thank You!  Ask for signs & set
intentions to receive CLEAR messages. Don't
forget to say "Thank You" when you get even a
tiny sign.  This sets you up for MORE!

Once you know that there is a space where your
vibration rises to "meet" other realms &
dimensions, you'll discover it! It's the feeling of
joy, sweet surrender, deep inner peace. There are
limitless ways to get to it.


